30. FINE ARTS
(2017-18)
A student may offer any one of the following courses:
(a)

Painting (Code No. 049)
OR

(b)

Graphics (Code No. 050)
OR

(c)

Sculpture (Code No. 051)
OR

(d)

Applied Art-Commercial Art (Code No. 052)

The following art terminologies for all the four subjects are prescribed only for reference and general
enrichment.
1. Elements of Composition

:

Point, line, form, colour, tone, texture and space.

2. Principles of Composition

:

Unity, harmony, balance, rhythm,
abstraction and stylisation.

3. Drawing & Painting

:

Foreshortening, perspective, eye-level, fixed point of view,
vanishing point, ratio-proportion, sketching, drawing, light and
shade, still-life, land-scape, anatomy, vertical, horizontal, two and
three dimensional, transparent and opaque.

:

Paper (Cartridge, Canvas and Hard-board Handmade, etc.), pencil,
water, acrylic colours, tempera colours, poster colours, pastel
colours, waterproof ink.

4. Media of Composition

:

Collage, Mosaic, Painting, Mural, Fresco, Batik Tie and Dye.

5. Sculpture

:

Relief and round sculpture, modelling with clay, terra-cotta, carving
in wood, stone, bronze casting, plaster of Paris and metal welding.

6. Graphics

:

Linocut, relief printing, etching, Lithography, silk screen printing,
letter press and offset printing.

7. Applied Art

:

Book cover design and illustration, cartoon, poster, advertisements
for newspaper and magazine, animation and printing processes,
photography, computer-graphic, hoarding and T.V.

Materials

emphasis and proportion,

8. Portfolio Assessment Method
Introduction: The Art Portfolio will consist of a compilation of all art works, from sketch to finished product.
The submission would include both the original and improved versions of assigned tasks reflective of gradual
improvement. Step by step development of the work will be assessed in all units.
Components of a Portfolio:


Schedule of work



Research Skills



Resources and materials



Study of connections with artists / art movements
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Art making skills



Personal artist statement



Studies (e. g., composition/techniques-medium)



Picture of the final work (reflective skills)



Evaluation of final work (affective skills)



Any kind of personalized notes in relation to art work

Profile of Learners Growth
Values and Attitudes Rubric
The learner develops the ability to:


Respect, appreciate and demonstrate an open mind towards the artistic expression of others



Appears enthusiastic and willing to study artistic expressions from other cultures or regions of the world
that are very different from own.



Accept different forms and styles and tries to explore their meaning.



Be sensitive towards other's creations



Be ready to research and transfer his/her learning to his / her own art



Take initiative



Be responsible for his/her own learning and progress



Apply theoretical knowledge in practical contexts



Possess information and communication technology skills



Be resourceful and organize information effectively



Listen attentively
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PORTFOLIO ASSESSMENT FOR FINE ARTS MAY BE DONE
ON THE BASIS OF FOLLOWING CRITERIA
Creativity: Candidates are required to produce evidence that demonstrates a creative approach to problemsolving. Evidence should also include the ability to interpret a given brief and original approaches to produce
a solution. Sketchbooks, notebooks and relevant support material should form part of this evidence.
1.

Drawing

2.

Detailed Study - observation, record, analysis, interpreting a variety of subject

3.

Mood reflected

4.

Follow-up of the Fundamentals of Visual Arts (Elements and Principles)

5.

Message the artist wants to convey

Innovation: The knowledge gained with the help of case study (historical importance, great artist work).
How has the above been understood in relation to the topic or the theme taken up by the student?
Technique: To foster creativity and self expression (basic understanding of colour concept and application in
relation to colour and texture of the material used by the student). Size, details, proportion required
according to the base used for the painting medium chosen according to their art stream. Techniques
studied from folk style, contemporary art or traditional art should be used while creating a new concept.
The learners:


Discover their potential for creativity, self-expression and visual awareness through painting.



Feel confident with the chosen medium as a means of communicating and generating ideas.



Develop observation, recording, manipulation and application skills.



Experiment with a range of media and techniques.



Relate their work to other artists work and understand the historical context of this work.



Understand the basic principles of colour.



Develop critical awareness.

Execution of Work


Highlight the method of work giving a historical study of the work.



Originality in the presentation (paintings, sketches, etc.)



Demonstrate an understanding of basic colour principles, colour mixing and representation.



Employ a variety of traditional and experimental techniques and processes



Use a variety of media and materials



Observe, record, analyse, interpret a variety of subjects, including :
–

the manufactured environment

–

the natural environment

–

the human figure



Present evidence of personal enquiry and self expression



Discuss and relate own work to recognize artists work



Observe colour in other craft and design areas
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Make informed critical judgement on work in progress

Experimentation
A. Progressive Work: Candidates are required to show evidence of research carried out. It is expected that
their skills will demonstrate evidence of process and the exploration of a wide range of subjects. An
accepted standard of achievement using a range of media and material should be an integral part of the
candidate's development.
B. Skills: Sound aesthetic judgement and organizational skills should be demonstrated in the process of
work presented by a candidate.
C. Logical organization and collection of creations.
D. Critical evaluation and aesthetic judgement applied.
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(A) PAINTING
(Code No. 049)
Introduction: The course in Painting at Senior Secondary stage as an elective subject is aimed to develop
aesthetic sense of the students through the understanding of various important well known aspects and
modes of visual art expression in India’s rich cultural heritage from the period of Indus valley to the present
time. It also encompasses practical exercises in drawing and painting to develop their mental faculties of
observation, imagination, creation and physical skills required for its expressions.
Objectives
A)

Theory (History of Indian Art)
The objective of including the history of Indian Art for the students is to familiarise them with the
various styles and modes of art expressions from different parts of India. This would enrich their vision
and enable them to appreciate and develop an aesthetic sensibility to enjoy the beauty of nature and
life. The students will also have an opportunity to observe and study the evolution of its mutations and
synthesis with other style and the rise of an altogether new style. The students should be made aware
of art as a human experience. The teachers should be able to expose them to the wide range of artistic
impressions, the media and the tools used. The history of Indian art is a long one. Hence the students
would be acquainted with brief glimpses of the development of Indian visual art as are required for
concept formation. Examples included in the course of study are selected because of their aesthetic
qualities and are intended purely as guidelines.

B)

Practicals
The purpose of introducing practical exercises in painting is to help and enable the students:
–

To develop skill of using drawing and painting material (surface, tools and equipment, etc.)
effectively.

–

To sharpen their observation skills through study of common objects and various geometrical and
non-geometrical forms found in life and nature.

–

To develop their skills to draw and paint these observations.

–

To develop an understanding of painting-composition (The use of the elements and the principles of
painting -composition).

–

To create the forms and the colour schemes in imagination with an ability to express them
effectively in drawing and painting.

–

To express the different feelings and moods of life and nature in lines, forms and colours.
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CLASS–XI (THEORY) (2017-18)
(Code No. 049)
One Theory Paper

40 Marks

Unitwise Weightage

Time: 2 Hours

Units

Periods

Marks

History of Indian Art
1

Pre-Historic rock paintings and art of Indus Valley

12

10

2

Buddhist, Jain and Hindu Art

24

15

3

Temple Sculptures, Bronzes and Artistic aspects of Indo- Islamic
architecture

36

15

72

40

Unit 1: Pre-historic Rock Paintings and Art of Indus Valley

12 Periods

(2500 B.C. to 1500 B.C.)
1. A. Pre-Historic Rock-Paintings
Introduction
1) Period and Location
2) Study of following Pre-historic paintings:
(i) A Roaring Animal, Bhimbethaka
(ii) Wizard's Dance, Bhimbethaka
B. Introduction
(i) Period and Location.
(ii) Extension: In about 1500 miles
(a) Harappa & Mohenjo-daro (Now in Pakistan)
(b) Ropar, Lothal, Rangpur, Alamgirpur, Kali Bangan, Banawali and Dholavira (in
India)
2. Study of following: Sculptures and Terracottas
(i) Dancing girl (Mohenjo-daro)
Bronze, 10.5 x 5 x 2.5 cm.
Circa 2500 B.C.
(Collection: National Museum, New Delhi).
(ii) Male Torso (Harappa)
Red lime Stone, 9.2 x 5.8 x 3 cms.
Circa 2500 B.C.
(Collection: National Museum, New Delhi).
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(iii) Mother Goddess (Mohenjo-daro) terracotta, 22 x 8 x 5 cm.
Circa 2500 B.C. (Collection: National Museum, New Delhi).
3. Study of following Seal:
(i) Bull (Mohenjo-daro)
Stone (Steatite), 2.5 x 2.5 x 1.4 cm.
Circa 2500 B.C. (Collection: National Museum, New Delhi).
Decoration on earthen wares:
(i) Painted earthen-ware (Jar) Mohenjo-daro
(Collection: National Museum, New Delhi).

Unit 2: Buddhist, Jain and Hindu Art

24 Periods

(3rd century B.C. to 8th century A.D.)
1) General Introduction to Art during Mauryan, Shunga, Kushana (Gandhara and Mathura styles)
and Gupta period:
2) Study of following Sculptures:
i)

Lion Capital from Sarnath (Mauryan period)
Polished sandstone,
Circa 3rd Century B.C.
(Collection: Sarnath Museum, U.P.)

ii) Chauri Bearer from Didar Ganj (Yakshi) (Mauryan period)
Polished sandstone
Circa 3rd Century B.C.
(Collection: Patna Museum, Bihar)
iii) Bodhisattva head from Taxila (Kushan period-Gandhara style)
Stone, 27.5 x 20 x 15c.m.
Circa 2nd Century A.D.
(Collection: National Museum, New Delhi)
iv) Seated Buddha from Katra Mound, Mathura-(Kushan Period-Mathura Style)
Red-spotted Sand Stone, Circa 3rd Century AD.
(Collection: Govt. Museum, Mathura)
v)

Seated Buddha from Sarnath (Gupta period)
Stone
Circa 5th century AD
(Collection: Sarnath Museum U.P.)

vi) Jain Tirathankara (Gupta period)
Stone
Circa 5th Century A.D.
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(Collection: State Museum, Lucknow U.P.)
3) Introduction to Ajanta
Location, period, No. of caves, Chaitya and Vihara, paintings and sculptures, subjectmatter and technique etc.
4) Study of Following Painting and Sculpture:
(i) Padmapani Bodhisattva (Ajanta Cave No. I, Maharashtra)
Mural Painting
Circa 5th Century A.D.
(ii) Mara Vijay (Ajanta Cave No. 26)
Sculpture in stone.
Circa 5th Century A.D.

Unit 3: Temple Sculpture, Bronzes and artistic aspects of Indo-Islamic Architecture 36 Periods
A) Artistic aspects of Indian Temple sculpture

12 Periods

(6th Century A.D. to 13th Century A.D.)
(1) Introduction to Temple Sculpture
(6th Century A.D. to 13th Century A.D.)
(2) Study of following Temple-Sculptures;
(i)

Descent of Ganga (Pallava period, Mahabalipuram, Tamil Nadu), granite rock
Circa 7th Century A.D.

(ii)

Ravana shaking Mount Kailash (Rashtrakuta period, Ellora, Maharashtra)
Stone
8th Century A.D.

(iii) Trimurti (Elephanta, Maharashtra)
Stone
Circa 9th Century A.D.
(iv) Lakshmi Narayana (Kandariya Mahadev Temple) (Chandela period, Khajuraho,
Madhya Pradesh)
Stone
Circa 10th Century A.D.
(v)

Cymbal Player, Sun Temple (Ganga Dynasty, Konark, Orissa)
Stone
Circa 13th Century A.D.

(vi) Mother and Child (Vimal-Shah Temple, Solanki Dynasty, Dilwara, Mount Abu,
Rajasthan) white marble.
Circa 13th Century A.D.
(B) Bronzes:

12 Periods

(1) Introduction to Indian Bronzes
(2) Method of casting (solid and hollow)
(3) Study of following south Indian Bronzes:
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(i) Nataraj (Chola period Thanjavur Distt., Tamil Nadu)
12th Century A.D.
(Collection: National Museum, New Delhi.)
(ii) Devi (Uma) Chola Period
11th Century A.D.
(Collection: National Museum, New Delhi.)
(C) Artistic aspects of the Indo-Islamic architecture
(1) Introduction
(2) Study of following architectures:
(i) Qutab Minar, Delhi
(ii) Taj Mahal, Agra
(iii) Gol Gumbad of Bijapur
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12 Periods

CLASS–XI (2017-18)
(PRACTICAL)
One Practical Paper

60 Marks
Time: 6 Hours (3+3)

Unitwise Weightage
Units

Periods

Marks

1

Nature and Object Study

50

20

2

Painting Composition

50

20

3

Portfolio Assessment

48

20

148

60

Unit 1: Nature and Object Study

20 Marks 50 Periods

Study of two or three natural and geometric forms in pencil with light and shade from a fixed point
of view. Natural forms like plants, vegetables, fruits and flowers, etc., are to be used. Geometrical
forms of objects like cubes, cones, prisms, cylinders and spheres should be used.

Unit 2: Painting Composition

20 Marks 50 Periods

(i)

Simple exercises of basic design in variation of geometric and rhythmatic shapes in
geometrical and decorative designs and colours to understand designs as organised visual
arrangements.
10 Marks 25 Periods

(ii)

Sketches from life and nature

10 Marks 25 Periods

Unit 3: Portfolio Assessment

20 Marks 48 Periods

(a)

Record of the entire years' performance from sketch to finished product.

10 Marks

(b)

Five selected nature and object study exercises in any media done during the session
including minimum of two still life exercises.
05 Marks

(c)

Two selected works of paintings done during the year

05 Marks

These selected works prepared during the course by the candidates and certified by the
school authorities as the work done in the school will be placed before the examiners for
assessment.
Note:

1.

The candidates should be given one hour-break after first three hours.

2.

The time-table to be so framed as to allow the students to work continuously for minimum of
two periods at a stretch.
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B. GRAPHICS
(Code No. 050)
Introduction: The Course in Graphics at Senior Secondary stage as an elective subject is aimed to develop
aesthetic sense of the students through the understanding of various important, well known aspects and
modes of Visual art expression in India’s rich cultural heritage from the period of Indus Valley to the present
time. It encompasses also a wider range of practical exercises in making of graphic prints for developing
their mental faculties of observation, imagination, creation and physical & technical skills.
Objectives
A) Theory (History of Indian Art)
Note: As the syllabus of Graphics (Theory) is the same as that of Painting (Theory), its objectives are
same.
B) Practical
The purpose of introducing practical exercises in graphics is to help and enable students to make simple
compositions in monochrome and in colours through the various print-making techniques using methods
and material specifically prescribed for adequate results. The students should be introduced to the
subject by giving a short history of the print making techniques. They should be given exercises to
inculcate respect for the tools and apparatus-used in the various processes including their maintenance
and proper handling.
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CLASS–XI (THEORY)
One Theory Paper

40 Marks

Unitwise Weightage

Time: 2 Hours

Units

Periods

Marks

History of Indian Art
1

Pre-Historic Rock-Paintings and Art of Indus Valley

12

10

2

Buddhist and Jain and Hindu Art

24

15

3

Temple Sculptures, Bronzes and Artistic aspects of Indo- Islamic
Architecture

36

15

72

40

Notes: The Syllabus of Graphics (Theory) for Class XI is the same as that of Painting (Theory) for class XI
given earlier.

CLASS–XI (PRACTICAL)
One Practical Paper

60 Marks

Unitwise Weightage

Time: 6 Hours (3+3)

Units

Periods

Marks

1

Relief Printing through Linocut/Woodcut/Paper-cardboard

100

40

2

Portfolio Assessment

48

20

148

60

Unit 1: To make Linocut/Woodcut/Paper-cardboard print on 1/4 Imperial sheet on a
given subject Syllabus for Relief Printing (Lonocuts/Woodcuts/Paper-cardboard
Prints).
100 Periods
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Introduction of the history of print making.
Printing methods and materials.
Characteristics of printing inks, solvents, and dyers.
Registration methods.
Simple, colour printing techniques.
Finishing of the mounting and prints.

Unit 2: Portfolio Assessment

48 Periods

a) Record of the entire year's performance from sketch to finished product

10 Marks

b) The selected prints (either from Linocuts/Woodcuts/Paper-cardboard prints) prepared during
the course by the candidate and certified by the school authorities as the work done in the
school are to be placed before the examiners for assessment.
10 Marks
Note:
1.

The candidates should be given one hour break after first three hours.

2.

The time-table to be so framed as to allow the students to work continuously for minimum of
two periods at a stretch.
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CLASS–XII (THEORY)
One Theory Paper

40 Marks

Unitwise Weightage

Time: 2 Hours

Units

Periods

Marks

History of Indian Art
1

The Rajasthani and Pahari Schools of Miniature Painting

18

10

2

The Mughal and Deccan schools of Miniature Painting

18

10

3

The Indian National Flag and the Bengal School of Painting

18

10

4

The Modern Trends in Indian Art

18

10

72

40

Note: The Syllabus of Graphics (Theory) for Class XII is the same as that of Painting (Theory) for class XII
given earlier.

CLASS–XII (PRACTICAL)
One Practical Paper

60 Marks

Unitwise Weightage

Time: 6 Hours (3+3)

Units
1

Periods

Marks

100

40

48

20

148

60

Making of graphic-print through Serigraphy/Lithography/Etching and
Engraving (Intaglio Process) techniques

2
Portfolio Assessment

Note: The students in the class are expected to opt for any one of the following media depending upon
the facilities available in their schools.
120 Periods

Unit-1

a) Serigraphy
1. The history of stencils and silk screen.
2. Methods and materials.
3. The use and maintenance of the squeeze.
4. Sealing, registration for colour, work and preparation for printing.
5. Solvents for cleaning, use and characteristics of printing inks.
6. Finishing and mounting of the print.
OR
b) Lithography

100 Periods

1. Introduction: Short history and the methods and material used in producing lithographic
prints.
2. The use and characteristics of the Litho stone/Zinc plates.
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3. The use of lithographic chalks and ink (Tusche).
4. Preparing for printing and use of various chemicals inking and taking proofs.
5. Papers used in lithography and getting the final print.
6. Finishing and mounting of the print.
OR
c)

Etching and Engraving (Intaglio Process)

120 Periods

1. Introduction to intaglio technique with a short history, methods and materials, Etching
process.
2. Preparing the plate and laying the ground (resist) and Inking.
3. Characteristics of different types of grounds.
4. Characteristics and use of various acids.
5. Colour etching, use of stencils and marks.
6. Finishing and mounting of the prints.

Unit 2: oprd of the entire year's performance from sketch to finished product

10 Marks

b) Three selected prints prepared during the course by the candidate and certified by the school
authorities as works done in the school and to be placed before the external examiner for
assessment.
10 Marks
Note: The time table to be so framed as to allow the students to work continuously for minimum of two
periods at a stretch.

GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATION OF PRACTICAL
1. Marking Scheme:
Part I: Graphic-Composition (print making)
(i) Emphasis on the subject

10

(ii) Handling on the material and technique of print-making

10

(iii) Composition and quality of print

20

40 marks

Part II: Portfolio Assessment
(a) Record of the entire year's performance from sketch to finished product.

10

(b) Three selected Prints (4+3+3 marks for 3 prints)

10

2. Format of the questions:
Part I: Graphic Composition (print-making)

50 marks

Choose one of the print-making medium available and taught in your school viz. serigraphy,
lithography, etching and engraving.
Make a Graphic-Composition on any one of the five subjects given below according to the
possibility and suitability of the medium:
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(Note: Any five suitable subjects for “Graphic-Composition (Print-making)” are to be decided by
the internal and external examiners jointly in accordance with the instructions are to be
mentioned here).
Make use of line, tone and texture, exploiting the medium fully to realize composition.
Print your composition in one or two colours.
Pay special attention to print quality and cleanliness. Submit two identical prints along with all
the rough layouts as your final submission.
Size of the plate:
(i) Serigraphy

30 cm x 20 cm.

(ii) Lithography

30 cm x 20 cm.

(iii) Etching & engraving

30 cm x 20 cm.

3. Instructions to decide the subjects for Graphic – Composition:
1.

The external and internal examiners jointly are to select/decide five subjects suitable for GraphicComposition (print-making).

2.

Each subject should be so designed that the candidate may get a clear-cut idea of the subject,
however, any candidate can perceive a subject in his/her own way but graphic quality must be
maintained in the composition.

3.

The examiners are free to select/decide the subjects, but these should be according to the standard
of class XII and environment of the school/candidates.
Some identified areas of the subjects for Graphic-Composition (Print-making) are given below in
which some more areas may be added, if needed:
(i)

Affairs of family, friends and daily life.

(ii)

Affairs of family professionals.

(iii)

Games & Sports Activities.

(iv)

Nature.

(v)

Fantasy.

(vi)

National, religious and cultural, historical and social events and celebrations.

(vii)

Historical monuments

(viii) Folk and classical dances/theatres
(ix)

Traditional/ancient sculpture and painting

(x)

Relevant social issues

4. Instructions to the examiners
1.

Candidates should be given one hour break after first three hours.

2.

Work of the candidates for part I & II is to be evaluated on the spot by the external and internal
examiners jointly.

3.

Each work of parts I & II, after assessment, is to be marked as examined and duly signed by the
external and internal examiners.
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Some Reference books for teachers
1. "The Techniques of Graphic Art”, by H. Van Kruihingen.
2. “Print Making”, Harvewy Daniels (Hamlym).
3. “Art is Manual for Silk Screen Print Making”, by Heavy Shockler.
4. “Print Making Today”, by Jules Helles.
5. “Silk Screen Techniques”, J.I. Biege Leison, Dover Publication, New York.
6. “Introducing Screen Printing”, Anthony Kinsey Walson Guplill, New York.
7. “The Art and Craft of Screen Process Printing”, Kosloff, All the Bruce Publishing Co., New York.
8. “Practical Screen Printing”, Stephen Russ, Studio Vista Walson Auptill, New York.
9. “Artists Manual for Silk, Screen Print making”, Harry Shekler, American Artist’s Group’ New York.
10. “Lithography”, Vau Nostrav, Reinnold.
11. “Lithography for Artists”, Standley Loues, Oxford University Press.
12. “Linocuts and Woodcuts”, Michael Rothemstein Studio Vista, London.
13. “Relief Printing”, Michael Rothenstein Studio Vista, London.
14. “Etching, Engraving and Intaglio Printing”, Anthony Gross, Oxford University Press.
15. “The Art of Etching”, E.S. Sumaden Gouslable, London.
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(C) SCULPTURE
(Code No. 051)
Introduction
The Course in sculpture at Senior Secondary stage as an elective subject is aimed at developing aesthetic
sense of the students through the understanding of various important, well known aspects and modes of
visual art expression in India’s rich cultural heritage from the period of Indus Valley to the present time. It
encompasses also a wide range of practical exercises in making of various sculptures for developing their
mental faculties of observation, imagination and creation and the physical and technical skills.
Objectives
A) THEORY (History of Indian Art)
Note: As the syllabus of Sculpture (Theory) is the same as that of Painting (Theory), its objectives are
same.
B) PRACTICAL
The purpose of introducing practical exercises in sculpture is to help and enable the students to make
sculptures. All assignments should be designed to understand problems of volume, weight, play of form
in space, etc., as against rendering on flat two dimensional. Adequate technical skills may be provided
depending on the facilities available.

CLASS–XI (THEORY)
One Theory Paper

40 Marks

Unitwise Weightage

Time: 2 Hours

Units

Periods

Marks

History of Indian Art
1

Pre-Historic Rock-Painting and Art of Indus Valley

12

10

2

Buddhist, Jain and Hindu Art

24

15

3

Temple Sculpturs, Bronzes and Artistic aspects of Indo-Islamic
Architecture

36

15

72

40

Note: The Syllabus of Sculpture (Theory) for Class XI is the same as that of Painting (Theory) for Class XI
given earlier.

CLASS–XI (PRACTICAL)
One Practical Paper

60 Marks

Unitwise Weightage

Time: 6 Hours (3+3)

Units

Periods

Marks

1

Modelling in Relief (in clay or plaster of Paris)

50

20

2

Modelling in Round (in clay or plaster of Paris)

50

20
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3

Portfolio Assessment

48

20

148

60

Unit 1: Modelling in relief on given subjects from life and nature.

50 Periods

Unit 2: Modelling in round on given subjects from life and nature.

50 Periods

Handling of clay and its techniques, pinching, coiling, rolling, etc.
Unit 3: Portfolio Assessment

48 Periods

a) Record the entire year's performance from sketch to finished product.

10 Marks

b) Four selected pieces of works prepared during the course by the candidate and certified by the
school authorities as works executed in the school are to be placed before the examiners for
assessment.
10 Marks
Note: 1. The candidate should be given one hour break after first three hours.
2. The time table to be so framed as to allow the students to work continuously for minimum of two
periods at a stretch.
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GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATION OF PRACTICAL
1. Marking Scheme:
Part I: Modelling in Relief
(i) Composition including emphasis on the subject

10

(ii) Handling of media

05

(iii) Creative approach and overall impression

05

20 Marks

Part II: Modelling in Round
(i) Composition including emphasis on the subject

10

(ii) Handling of media

05

(iii) Creative approach and overall impression

05

20 Marks

Part III: Portfolio Assessment
(a) Record of the enitre year's performance from sketch to finished product. 10
(b) Four works of sculpture consisting of:
(i) One sculpture in relief (High Relief)

2.5

(ii) One sculpture in relief (Low Relief)

2.5

(c) Two Sculpture in round

20 Marks

05

2. Format of the questions:
Part I: Modelling in Relief:
Make a sculpture in Relief (low/high) on any one of the following five subjects. The size should
be within 25 to 30 cm. (horizontally or vertically) and about 4 cm. in thickness from the board.
(Note: Any five suitable subjects for “Modelling in Relief’ are to be decided by the external and
internal examiners jointly in accordance with the instructions and are to be mentioned here).
Part II: Modelling in Round:
Prepare a sculpture in round, in clay medium, on any one of the following five subjects. The
height should be within 25 to 30 cm, horizontally or vertically.
Note: Any five suitable subjects for “Modelling in Round” are to be decided in accordance with
the instructions and are to be mentioned here strictly just before the start of the examination
for Part II.
3. Instructions to decide the subjects for Modelling in Relief and Round:
(1) The examiners (Internal and External) are to select/decide five subjects suitable for modelling in
relief and five subjects for modelling in round. The subjects for “Modelling in Round” are to be
conveyed to the candidates strictly just before the start of the examination for Part II.
(2) Each subject should be so designed that the candidate may get a clear-cut idea of the subject,
however, a candidate can perceive a subject in his/her own way. Distortion of human/animal forms
may be allowed.
(3) Choice of high or low relief should remain open to the candidates.
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(D) APPLIED ART (COMMERCIAL ART)
(Code No. 52)
Introduction
The course in Applied Art (Commercial Art) at Senior Secondary stage as an elective subject is aimed to
develop aesthetic sense of the students through the understanding to various important, well known aspects
and modes of visual art expression in India’s rich cultural heritage from the period of Indus Valley to the
present time. It encompasses also a wide range of practical exercises in commercial art for developing their
mental faculties of observation, imagination, creation and physical and technical skills.
Objectives
A) THEORY (History of Indian Art)
Notes: As the syllabus of Applied Art-Commercial Art (Theory) is the same as that of Painting (Theory),
its objectives are same.
B) PRACTICAL: The purpose of introducing practical exercises in Applied Art (Commercial Art) is to help
and enable the students to develop professional competence in making Model Drawing Lettering, layout
preparation and poster so that they can link their lives with productivity.

CLASS–XI (THEORY)
One Theory Paper

40 Marks

Unitwise Weightage

Time: 2 Hours

Units

Periods

Marks

History of Indian Art
1

Pre-Historic Rock-Paintings and Art of Indus Valley

12

10

2

Buddhist, Jain and Hindu Art

24

15

3

Temple Sculpture Bronze and Artistic aspects of Indo-Islamic
Architecture

36

15

72

40

Note: The Syllabus of Applied Art-Commercial Art (Theory) for Class XI is the same as that of Painting
(Theory) for Class XI given earlier.

CLASS–XI (PRACTICALS)
One Practical Paper

60 Marks

Unitwise Weightage

Time: 6 Hours (3+3)

Units

Periods

Marks

1

Drawing

50

20

2

Lettering and layout

50

20

3

Portfolio Assessment

48

20

148

60
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Unit 1: Drawing

50 Pds.

Drawing from Still-Life and Nature, medium-pencil monochrome/colour.
Unit 2: (a) Lettering

50 Pds.

(i) Study of lettering of Roman and Devnagri Scripts
(ii) Identification of some type-faces and their sizes
(b) Layout
Making a simple layout with lettering as the main component.
Unit 3: Portfolio Assessment

48 Pds.

(a) Record of entire year's performance from sketch to finished product.

(10)

(b) Five selected drawings in any media done during the year including minimum three lives.

(05)

(c) Two selected works in chosen subject done during the year.

(05)

Note:
1. The candidate should be given one hour break after first three hours.
2. The time table to be so framed as to allow the students to work continuously for minimum of two
periods at a stretch.
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Guidelines for Evaluation of Practical
1. Marking Scheme:
Part I: Illustrations
(i) Composition including quality of drawing

10

(ii) Emphasis on the subject with a specific situation

05

(iii) Reproducing quality and overall impression

05

20 Marks

Part II: Poster
(i) Layout and Lettering

10

(ii) Emphasis on the subject

05

(iii) Proper colour scheme, overall impression and reproducing quality

05

20 Marks

Part III: Portfolio Assessment
(a) Record of the entire year's performance from sketch to finished product.

10

(b) Five selected drawings in any media including minimum of two illustrations. 05
(c) Two selected posters in chosen subjects.

20 Marks

05

2. Format of the questions:
Part I: Illustration
Make an illustration in black and white in any colour media on any one of the following five
subjects with a specific situation.
Size of the illustration: 30 cm x 22 cm.
Note:

Any five suitable subjects or illustration, decided by the external and internal examiners jointly
in accordance with the instructions are to be mentioned here.

Part II: Poster
Prepare a poster-design with specified data and slogan in English/Hindi/Regional language, in
three flat colours, on any one of the following five subjects. The designing of the poster should
have balanced use of typography and illustration.
Size of the Poster-design: 1/2 imp size.
Note:

3. A)

Any five suitable subjects for poster design decided by the external and internal examiners
jointly in accordance with the instructions and are mentioned here, strictly just before the start
of the examination for Part II.

Instructions to decide the subjects for illustration:
1. The examiners (Internal and External) are to select/decide five suitable subjects.
2. Each subject should be given a specific situation, which is a main characteristic of an
illustration.
3. Each subject should be so designed that the candidate may get a clear-cut idea of the subject
and they can illustrate a specific situation based on given subject areas.
4. The examiners (Internal and External) are free to decide the subjects but these should be
according to the standard of the class XII and environment of the school/candidates.
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Some identified areas of the subjects for illustration are given below, in which some more areas
may be added if needed.
Subject with a specific situation:
(i) Family and friends in daily life.
(ii) Professionals/professions.
(iii) Games and sports.
(iv) Nature.
(v) National events and celebrations.
(vi) Religious events and festivals.
(vii) Culture-Dance, Drama, Music and Art.
B) Instructions to decide the subjects for Poster-design:
1. The examiners (Internal and External) are to select/decide five subjects suitable for posterdesign.
2. Each subject should be given a specified data and slogan.
3. The data and slogan should be so framed/designed that the candidates may get a clear-cut idea
of the subject.
4. The examiners (Internal and External) must give the subjects data and slogan according to the
standard of Class XII and environment of the school/candidates.
Some identified areas for poster-design are given below, in which some more areas/subjects may be
added.
1. For Advertisement on:
(i) Excursion/Tourism
(ii) Cultural activities
(iii) Community and nature development
(iv) Ideas-Social, national and international
(v) Commercial products
2. Instructions to the examiners:
1. Candidates should be given one hour break after first three hours.
2. Work of the candidates for Parts I, II and III is to be evaluated on the spot by the external
and internal examiners jointly.
3. Each work of parts I, II and III, after assessment, is to be marked as examined and signed by
the external and internal examiners.
Some Reference Books for teachers
1. Typolog - G.M. Rege, Bombay.
2. Kalatmak Likhai, Published by D.A. V.P.
3. Figure Painting in Water Colour, Charles Reid Watson, Guptill Publication.
4. Walter T. Foster - Objective Drawing.
5. Walter T. Foster - Human Figure.
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6. Walter T. Foster- Head Study.
7. Walter T. Foster - Animal Study.
8. Walter T. Foster - Landscape.
9. Applied Art Handbook - G.M. Rege, Bombay.
Some Reference Books for Theory portion of Painting, Graphics, Sculpture and Applied Art:

1- Hkkjr dh fp=kdyk

jk; Ñ".knkl] Hkkjrh Hk.Mkj] yhMj izsl] bykgkckn (m- iz-)

2- uohu Hkkjrh; fp=kdyk f'k{k.k i¼fr

izks- jkepUnz 'kqDy] fdrkc egy izk- fy] bykgkckn (m- iz-)

3- Hkkjrh; fp=kkadu

MkW- jkedqekj fo'odekZ] fc'kuyky HkkxZo ,.M lUl] dVjk]
bykgkckn (m- iz-)

4- Hkkjrh; fp=kdyk dk bfrgkl

MkW- vfouk'k cgknqj oekZ] izdk'k cqd fMiks] cjsyh (m- iz-)

5- Hkkjrh; dyk vkSj dykdkj

bZ- dqekfjy Lokeh] izdk'ku foHkkx] lwpuk vkSj izlkj.k
ea=kky;] Hkkjr ljdkj] ifV;kyk gkml] ubZ fnYyh&110 001

6- Hkkjrh; fp=kdyk dk c`gn bfrgkl

okpLifr xSjksyk] pkS[kEHkk laLÑr izfr"Bku] caxyks jksM]
tokgj uxj] fnYyh- 100007

7- :iizn dyk ds ewyk/kj

MkW- f'kodqekj 'kekZ ,oa Mk- jkekorkj vxzoky] ykW;y cqd
fMiks] fudV xouZes.V dkfyt] esjB (m-iz-)

8- dyk foykl (Hkkjrh; dyk dk fodkl)

MkW- vkj- ,- vxzoky yk;y cqd fMiks] fudV xouZes.V
dkfyt] esjB (m- iz-)

9- Hkkjrh; fp=kdyk

MkW- ,l-,u- lDlsuk] euksjek izdk'u] 299] ehjiqj dS.V]
dkuiqj (m- iz-) 208004

10- Hkkjrh; fp=kdyk dk fodkl

MkW- fpjathyky >k] y{eh dyk dqVhj] u;k xat] xkft;kckn
(m- iz-) 201001

11- dyk ds ewy rRo

MkW- fpjathyky >k] y{eh dyk dqVhj] u;k xat] xkft;kckn
(m- iz-) 201001

12- f'kYi dFkk

uUnyky clq] lkfgR; Hkou fy-] bykgkckn (m- iz-)

13- Hkkjr dk ewfrZf'kYi

MkW- pkYlZ ,y] iQkcjh] jktiky ,.M lUl] d'ehjh xsV]
fnYyh& 110006

14- dyk vkSj dye

MkW- fxjkZt fd'kksj vxzoky] Hkkjrh; fp=kdyk dk
vkykspukRed bfrgkl yfyrk dyk izdk'ku] 27&,] lkdsr
dkyksuh] vyhx<+ (m- iz-) 202001

15- Hkkjrh; ewfrZdyk ifjp;

-do-

16- vk/kqfud Hkkjrh; fp=kdyk

-do-
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17- Hkkjr dh fp=kdyk dk laf{kIr bfrgkl

MkW- yksds'kpUnz 'kekZ xks;y ifCyf'kax gkml] lqHkk"k cktkj]
esjB (m- iz-)

18- jfo oekZ] ve`rk 'ksjfxy] jkekfdadj] gqlSu]
gsCcj] ;kfeuh jk;] nsoh izlkn jk; pkS/jh]
ij y?kq iqfLrdk,a (eksuksxzkÝl) rFkk
ledkyhu Hkkjrh; dyk

yfyr dyk vkdkneh] johUnz Hkou] dkWijfuDl ekxZ]
(fudV e.Mh gkml)] ubZ fnYyh 110001 rFkk y-d-v- ds
{ks=kh; dk;kZy;ksa ij Hkh miyC/

19- Hkkjrh; dyk

MkW- oklqnso 'kj.k vxzoky] i`Foh izdk'ku] okjk.klh (m- iz-)
221005

20- Hkkjr dh ledkyhu dyk & ,d ifjizs{;

izk.kukFk ekxks] us'kuy cqd VªLV bafM;k] ubZ fnYyh

21. Hindustan Masavri

By Dr. Anis Farooqi

22. The Heritage of Indian Art

Dr. Vasudev Sharan Agrawal

23. Studies in Indian Art

Dr. Vasudev Sharan Agrawal, Banaras Hindu University
Publication, Varanasi (U.P.)

24. Indian Painting

Percy Brown, YMCA Publishing House, Massey Hall, Jai
Singh Road (Near Parliament Street) New Delhi-110001

25. History of Indian and Indonesian Art

A.K. Coomaraswamy, Dover Publication, Inc., New York.

26. South Indian Bronzes

C. Civaramamurti, Lalit Kala Academi, New Delhi-I
10001.

27. Discovering Indian Sculpture, A Brief
History

Dr. Charles L. Fabri, Affiliated East-West Press Pvt.
Ltd., C-57, Defense Colony, New Delhi-110024.

28. Story of Indian Art

S.K. Bhattacharya, Atma Ram & Sons, Kashmiri Gate,
Delhi-I 10006.

29. Panorama of Indian Painting

Publication Division, Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting Government of India, Patiala House, Tilak
Marg, New Delhi-110001. (Also available at P. D. Sales
Emporia throughout the country).

30. Glory of Indian Miniature

Dr. Daljeet, Mahindra Publications, R-5/II, New Raj
Nagar, Ghaziabad, Utttar Pradesh -201002.

31. Indian Painting

C.Sivaramamurti, National Book Trust, India A-5, Green
Park, New Delhi-110016

32. Indian Artists through the ages

R.K. Chopra, R.K.C. Publications H-49, Raghu Nagar,
Pankha Road, New Delhi-110045.

33. Contemporary Indian Artists

Geeta Kapoor, Vikas Publishing House, Darya Ganj,
Delhi – 110002

34. Monographs on Amar Nath Sehgal.
Amrita Shergil, Abanindra Nath Tagore,
D.P. Roy Chowdhury, Dhanaj Bhagat,
Gaganendra Nath Tagore, K.K. Hebbar,
Krishna Reddy, M.F. Husain, Rabindra
Nath Tagore, Jamini Roy, P.V.
Janakiram, Lalit Kala Contemporary

Lalit Kala Akademi, Rabindra Bhawan, Copernicus Marg,
(New Mandi House), New Delhi-110001.

35. Monographs, Portfolios and prints of
contemporary/Modern paintings and
sculptures which are included in the

National Gallery of Modern Art (Deptt. of Culture,
Ministry of H.R.D. Govt. of India): Jaipur House, Near
India Gate, New Delhi-110003.
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course of study.
36. Portfolios, books and prints of Paintings
and sculptures which are included in the
course of study Govt. of India), Janpath,

National Museum (Deptt. of Culture, Ministry of H.R.D.)
New Delhi-110011

37. Contemporary Art in India-A Perspective

Prof. P.N. Mago National Book Trust of India, New
Delhi-110016

38. History of Indian Painting (Volume-I to
V)

Krishna Chaitanya, Abhinav Publications, Hauzkhas,
New Delhi
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